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The port and general sketch pland are from

thd standard reference work for sailors1
Rod Heikedlis 'Greek Waters Pilot';

The reproductions are to iliustrate the text only;

Fot navigation and pilotage reference must be

made to the original book.
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"Why trail a boat all the way to Greece ? It's like

taking coals to Newcastle the place is full of boats

for charter. You,can..hop on a plane at Manchester and,

four hours,later you can be stepping aboard at some Greek

quayside".
* ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ .

t ~ ~~~~~ . C1 i, e! . I 

I sometimes think the,Association's car sticker ought

to say.'Wayfarers, do it the hard way'. ! .

Here are some rationalisations; ,

1. Charteri(bareTboat.or,even flotilla) is.expensive.- :.

Much.cheaper!to.take your own boat. (After.thekeyent,..Im

not at allcsure this is.right) . r

1 ' . e e ,t 

2. I don't want to sail someone else's boat

X- !W flv 11;> & rl~t;:i i.)i ,.t a :' ; *s I . ,; ' .1, t.:.i

3. I'm plain,cussediand.want to sailia boat.withoutb:an

engine.r -,. 1 . . . . ...

4. You can't.charter a dinghy in Greece anyway (I.have tried)

5. It should be an ideal place for dinghies: lots.ofilovely

little coves and beaches.where you can pullout and

avoid having to moor up to all those quaysides reverberating

to endless canned bazouki music

,~~~~~~~~4 4*,,,,,1 ., ,o .. : ! .

But was it all worth it ? All I can suggest is to.read on

and judge forlyourself.. . .



The boat

'SEA THRIFT', W6999, is a Mark I wooden Wayfarer, self-built

between 1980 and 1982.

Friends who saw her in the early part of the year, rigged

as a junk for single-handed cruising in faraway places,

and who politely kept their true thoughts to themeselves,

will be relieved to hear that for this trip - with the

prospect of a full crew - she was rigged entirely conventionally.

I even took off the roller reefing foresail and replaced it

with ordinary jib and genoa, reckoning that in the predominantly

light winds in the Ionian we'd need a foresail with a proper

shape to it and plerty of drive.

I made a few new gadgets and left some of my usual ones

behind. Correctly predicting that July in Greece would be

warm (though not anticipating a full-scale heatwave) I made

up a canvas sun awning which would at night be folded over

and, slung between mast spinnaker ring and boom end, serve

as a hammock and relieve some of the congestion below.

Previous experience with a crew of three had shown that

the forward sleeping position on the crew's side is not

a popular one.

To assist hauling out on beaches (the Ionian is tideless

so you cannot 'dry out' overnight) I fitted a stainless

steel strap, bolted though lower chine and stem - an idea

borrowed from the sketch in Frank Dye's book - and made up

a 4:1 tackle. I always carry a set of 'Si-esta' boat rollers

though they are rarely used for their intended purpose.

They are vulnerable to puncture so I made up some heavy

PVC covers and was subsequently glad to have done so.



I made provision for carrying eight one gallon plastic

containers - seven for water and one for paraffin. These

fit snugly under the thwart, four to each side, but doing

this meant leaving the galley cooker box behind and making

do with a single paraffin stove kept in a box in the aft

locker.

I made a bathing ladder from some scraps of ply and the rubber

dinghy oars (the photo on page gshows how it works).This was

a bit of a failure. I preferred to scramble over the side

of the boat and the crew (on the rare occasions they could

be roused from supine sun-worhip) just bathed off the beach.

An Ensign staff was constructed so that we could proudly

proclaim that we weren't a charter boat (all such have to

be Creek registered and so cannot wear anything but the Greek

flag). .

Finally, to complete the picture, a Greek courtesy flag

flown from the cross-trees from where on port tack in heavy

weather it made a noise like a machine-gun.

We were, needless to say, hopelessly overladen.





The Crew

For the last three summers I had trailed 'Sea Thrift' to

Scottish waters, working my way upwards and outwards from

the Clyde to the Outer Hebrides. Unaccountably, crew numbers

have declined in the process. Three on the first trip, two

the following year: last year in the Outer Hebrides I had

the boat to myself.

However, the prospect of a guaranteed sunny destination

can re-awaken crewlike interest. Two friends agreed to

come with me and were happy to help out with the driving,

which greatly easedthe effort of doing the round trip in

the maximum time I could take off, three weeks plus an
extra weekend. Fiona, who had sailed with me on two previous

trips and was well capable for handling the Wayfarer at sea,

and her friend Monica who had little previous sailing

experience but has lots of other practical skills, including
the ability to look after the public relations side of

overseas travel.

We split the tasks: I prepared the boat and made the travel

arrangements while they organised the provisioning.

They arrived on the allotted day, their 2CV bulging with

what looked like alarming quantities of luggage and with

ehough food and soft drinks to victual the QE2. We packed

as much of this as could be fitted into a VW Golf already

hard down on its rear springs and trundled 'Sea Thrift' out

of the driveway and onto the road to Folkstone, 285 miles

away at the end of the first leg of the 1500 mile journey

to Greece.



THE LOG



10th - 13th July

There's a bit of a contradiction between hoping to enjoy the

drive through Europe and doing it in three days. However, the

journey was uneventful and we arrived in reasonable order 
at

the outskirts of Brindisi, at the heel of Italy, at about 1600

on Monday 13th July.

We changed some money and somehow contrived to claw our 
way

through the evening crowds thronging the area around the harbour

and find the port offices, where various pre-embarkation 
rituals

have to be enacted. I had done this trip before but that was

was five years ago and I hadn't been towing a boat. You have to

call at a succession of offices, have passports stamped, 
collect

boarding cards and proffer various bits of paper: it's never

very clear whether you've done epough to justify them letting

you on board the ferry. All the time I'm doing this, Monica

is either keeping one step ahead of, or charming, the port

police who keep trying to move her and the boat on.Somehow we all

meet up again and after a final circuit and bump of the town

looking for the right gate we reach that shambolic melee of

cars and trailers that passes for the queue for the ferry and we

hope it's the queue for Ig. and not for Athens. You just have

to believe that because all this happens twice a day every 
day

it will all sort itself out somehow. Eventually it does and

after a certain amount of internal disagreement amongst 
the

crew about whether the car should go in one place on the 
ferry

and the boat in another, we are safely on board and booking into

our smart cabins. Actually we're rather more the deck cargo 
type

(except Fiona who maintains she always books a cabin) but a

previous trip on this ferry convinced me that after the long

haul down through Italy a good night's kip would be worth 
paying

for. We're booked into a more luxurious set of cabins than

we had actually paid for, but we don't mention this and after making

ourselves a large meal, settle down for a good sleep.
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Tuesday 14th July.

We wake to the clanging and shouting that signals the ferry's

call at Corfu harbour. An.hour and a bit later we're steaming

slowly into Igoumenitsa. Off-loading is much smarter than

embarkation and by 0850 we're on the road again, heading due

south the fifty ot so miles to Preveza.

I'd forgotten just how mountainous the road is. A coast-hugging

road is being built but it isn't near being finished so we

have to haul ourselves and the boat over the inland mountains.

The gradients seem steeper than the Alps but the Golf performs

as willingly as ever and by 1100 we are trundling into Preveza.

This is a small town at the entrance to the Gulf of Amvrakia

Car ferries ply constantly back and forth across the narrow

entrance and you just buy a ticket at a kiosk and drive on.

Or rather drive on backwards. Monica was our champion reverser

so she backed up smartly to the ramp but the sight of this was

too much for the chauvinism of the assembled docksiders who to

a man start yelling contradictory words of alternate advice

and admonishment and a great deal of Greek 'left hand down a bit'.

Monica (who happens to be a trained articulated truck driver)

can do without all this but her retorts fall on unheeding ears.

All this performance is of course completely normal and we're

soon tucked up with the other vehicles on board and heading

out on the short trip across the gulf entrance. -

Chart 1. shows the town of Levkas, where we aimed to launch,

situated at the NE corner of the island of the same name. Island

it hardly is, being separated from the mainland only by a three

mile canal, dredged out of the shallow lagoons that cover much of

the surrounding countryside. The town is a pleasant, rather

scruffy place . We arrived at mid-day, discovqred we had lost

an hour somewhere en route, hared off to the bank, hared back

again having forgotten the passports, changed some money,

worried a bit about how much we'd spent already and wilted

generally.



Launch

Loading up at Levkas quay



I had joined ship at Levkas town before, but that was to

my parent's boat (a Heavenly Twins catamaran) and I had

wrongly assumed that there must be a slip about the place

somewhere. Enquiries indicated that the options were either

a dangerous sounding crane or trundle the boat out to the far

end of the tow~n and haul her over some scrub land, hoik a few

fishing boats out of the way and drag her into a marshy

puddle of stagnant water that would have hardly covered

our boots, had we been wearing any. We chose the latter

option and started on a long hot afternoon's work of unloading

and preparing for launch.

Lesson: don't haul through Europe without some kind of

cover over the boat - it gets filthy 

Lesson: don't do anything between 1 and 4 pm. except sit in

a cafe and sip things. You only get bad-tempered and you'll

get it all done just as quickly by leaving it until later on.

Nevertheless we did slog on in the heat and with the help

of a couple of friendly local lads managed to get 'Sea Thrift'

into the element she's happiest in. I then rowed around

to the quayside to load up with gear and provisions. As we

all know, this is the bit where you' re convinced it can't

possibly all go in: but Wayfarers are friendly cavernous

Creatures and it all got packed away somewhere eventually,

although by now it is getting on for eight in the evening

and I'm in my usual state of pre-cruise nervousness and need

to take a few deep breaths and remind myself that there isn't

that much of a rush as we have two weeks sailing ahead of us

and it isnt the end of the world if we do have to spend a

night at this rather niffy quayside.

Eventually, by a little after 2100 we are ready and reckon

it is worth getting away and down the canal. We row out 

and the hoist all sail as we turn into the canal, with just

enough of the light northwesterly left to give us way to chuckle

steadily south past the various forts built along the canal,

as the lights start to come. on along the shore and the last

few f.isher men 'putt-putt' up past us towards the town. We anchor

for the night just inside the south end, well out of the dredged

section, in about three feet of water. ..





Wednesday 15th July

It's Monica's first night on board a sailing boat but she

seems to survive the experience.

In the morning the crew(who have been deprived of their

running opportunities over the past few days) feel the need

to get ashore and stretch their legs over about 10 miles

or so. This calls for the rubber dinghy as the weed in

the shallow water where we've anchored is too thick to

allow the boat to be rowed ashore. While they're away

I sort out the clutter and try and create some sort of

order - an activity that always gets easier as a trip goes

on but takes ages at first.

Morning winds in the Ionian tend to be either very light

or non-existent. By about mid-miorning we have a light breeze

and get under way, making for an isolated and very pleasant

beach just north of Point Kephah. However, just as we arrive

and lower the anchor, the afternoon breeze sets in very suddenly

from the north-west and sets up a steep on-shore chop that

makes bathing untenable, so up anchor again and set off on

a good quartering run for Nidri, just a few miles down the

coast of Levkas.

Our Admiralty charts show that Captain A.L.Mansell surveyed

and charted these waters in 1864 and a very pretty set

of charts is the result. Where Nidri now exists was then

known as Port Klimino (see chart 2). Now it's a busy town

with a long waterfront, lots of quayside tavernas, a sandy

beach (unusual in these parts) and a friendly holiday

atmosphere. There is lots of boating activity in the sheltered

waters between the town and the headland opposite. with

tourist caiques, flotilla yachts, a fleet of Wayfarers run

by Falcon Sailing as well as plenty of private and chartered

yachts calling on the town and anchored in the bay. Behind

the town is a spectacular backdrop of high mountains, best

seen at dawn with their tops pink in the sunlight.
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Although I like to visit the town I prefer to anchor well

away from it and across the water is Tranquility Bay, one

of most beautiful anchorages in the Ionian and a favorite

with yachtsmen. Although busier than I remembered it, 
there's

always room for a Wayfarer because the head of the 
bay

shelves and you can anchor just beyond where yachts 
cannot

reach.

At last - our first swim. The photo records the occasion,

with Fiona posing on the bathing ladder. Then it's ashore

to show the girls the famous well with its plentiful 
sweet

and cool water.

At evening time it's a long haul in the rubber dinghy

across to the town but no problem as the wind has gone away

and the water perfectly still. The town is humming with life

and we stroll about a bit buying postcards, bread and 
sticky

cakes before our hunger forces us towards the tavernas.

Greek food (at least the sort you get in seaside tavernas)

is hardly hautecuisine but it's a nice change for a 
week

or two. It is fairly repetitive, with the same dishes being

offered at most places. We eat vegetarian and as a result

think we get more interesting food than the kababs 
and pork

chops that are what are mostly being consumed around us,

as well as being cheaper (though the price of a meal 
is

still extremely low whatever you eat - we consistently paid

about 1600 Dr. (about E7) for three of us, including drinks)

We went to 'Nick the Greek's' where a meal is about as

informal as you could get anywhere. Afterwards, the proprietor

is likely to pick up a chair and sit down for a chat 
while

he's making out the bill and then perhaps bring out 
a small

bottle of ouzo , on the house, and insist you drink it with

him.

We agree that Nidri would be a good place to plan to 
end

the sailing part of the holiday, if we have time spending

a day or two just lazing about the place and sailing 
about

just for fun, rather than aiming to arrive somewhere.
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Thursday 16th July

Have 1 mentioned the hammock yet ? Yes, well like most

Wayfarer gadgets there's always room for improvements and

the hammock was to be no exception. However, we had not had

the time to rig the boat to test it before setting out and

the Mark I version stayed that way all through the trip.

Somehow, a photo of it never got taken but it was slept in

every night that three were aboard thus showing that the

principle is sound. The sketch shows how it worked. We

committed only Fiona of the three of us to sleep in it though,

partly because she sleeps extremely soundly and also because

she weighs in at about seven and a half stones. She pronounced

it perfectly comfortable.

One of the characteristics of the trip (which it must be

admitted lead occasionally to a bit of no doubt unreasonable

tetchiness on the part of the skipper) was the endless quest

by the crew for a suitable stretch of track, road or even

unthorny hillside for their early morning run. From this

point of view, the Nidri area is blessed with a good road

running all the way from our anchorage round Port Vliho to

the town (other places we visited were rarely so accomodating).

So off they went, while JE ambled in a more leisurely fashion

uo the hillside in search of a group of wild fig trees that,

five years before, had yielded a delectable crop. Alas, that

had been in late August and although the trees were found, the

crop was as yet small and hard. So.back down to the well to

fill up the water bottles and do some very necessary laundry.

( Washing must be done a good distance from the well, so as

not to risk contaminating the ground water).

Leaving the anchorage, we picked up a light morning easterly

and had a very gentle sail over towards the neighbouring island

of Meganisi. With so little wind, the heat was intense.

The route to Meganisi takes you past the Island of Skropio,

owned by the Onassis shipping family. Thickly wooded and

reputedly ringed with a variety of devices for discouraging

theunwanted visitor, we stood well off and were.rewarded by



being passed fairly close by a school of dolphins.

We stopped en route for a bathe at the entrance to Port Speglia

before carrying on past the intricate shoreline, made up of

numerous small coves and bays, as can be seen from the chart.

Joan Abrams, who had taken a whole summer the previous year

to explore thi's area by dinghy, had been able to visit

all of this island in the early part of the season before

it became busy with boats. Sailing in July, we were rather

late and on this side of the Ionian at least it was difficult

to get these small coves to oneself. However, we sailed on

and eventually opted for the more open bay on the north side

of Langada Point on the east side of the island. Here there was

nothing apart from a few small fishing boats moored to the shore

and a striking hedge of prickly pears all along the back of

the beach.

Anchoring in such places presents few problems. In the settled

weather we were enjoying one si'mply put out a bower, rowed

the boat stern on to the beach and put out a kedge so that

the boat floated in about a foot of water. No tides to worry

about C thoughf it is as well to consider whether large vessels

such as passenger ferries pass at all close, as their wash

can be alarming when so close in to the shore).

We swam, cooked a meal, then Fiona and Monica set off up the

hill in search of stores and whatever the night life of the

village of Vatahori could offer. Although the Ionian is now

a popular centre for yachting, islands like Meganisi are

far enough off the beaten track of the land-based holidaymaker

to still be quiet even in the summer. They returned later,

not having found much in the way of provisions but having

been greatly fussed over at several tavernas and cafes.

All that day we had had very light winds. We were learning

that the 'regular' northwest afternoon breeze is not as

regular as is often made out (we were, of course also to

find out later that it is not always just a breeze).
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Friday 17th July

A quiet night, marred in the early.morning by an unfortunate

happening. The previous evening we had said hello to several

of the fishermen whose boats were moored in the bay, as

they walked along the beach to the craft. They had all seemed

very civil. Imagine our surprise then to be awakened at about

6 am. by the furious shouting of an elderly fisherman, his

heavy boat banging up against ours and all the while his

unsilenced Lister diesel hammering away. We hadn't a clue

what he was going on about as he had no English and our

few words of phrase-book Greek were totally unable to cope

with this torrent of angry vernacular. Had we somehow spoilt

his fishing, anchorin` in the wrong place, had our anchor

damaged his nets ? He kept up his shouting and gesticulating

for what seemed like a half an hour or so. Eventually he

took his boat away and fortunately a Greek-Australian woman

on holiday in the village chose that moment to come down

to the beach for an early morning bathe and we were able to

enlist her help as an interpreter. We then learned that what

had happened was that in the night some of the equipment on

the fishing boats had been vandalised - wires pulled out of

engines and fishing lamps damaged. As we were the only foreign

boat in the bay, it was assumed that we were responsible.

This was quite a shock to us : one expects such things in

an English city but hardly on a quiet Greek island. It seemed

that there had been some kind of festivities in the village

the previous night and it was concluded that youngsters

might have come down from this and been responsible.

This incident left a bit of a sour taste but we were able

to make our peace with the fishermen, except the older one

who was still grumbling away, and it gave us the chance to

spend an interesting hour or so talking to the woman who had

helped us and who was able to tell us a lot about life on the

island , from the objective point of view of someone who had

lived there but now only visited occasionally.
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Our general sailing plan was to head eastwards at first,

away from the more popular areas, by way of th" islands

of Kalamos and Kastos, to the mainland and then to the remote

Dragonera islands before turning and heading back to Ithaca

and Kephalonia.

So underthe influence of the light morning south-easterly

we headed off due east towards the misty shape of Kalamos,

a large island with a spine of mountains going up to 2500 feet

or so. As was to happen distressingly often, the early morning

breeze died away as we were half way across, leaving us totally

becalmed in the broiling mid-day heat. In these conditions

there is little choice but to get the oars out, but we

developed a kind of motor-sailing technique in which we left

the main up but scandalised it by pulling in the first

reefing line though not-altering the sail at the gooseneck.

This keeps the boom out of the way of.the person rowing

and if a pocket of wind should favour us, the sail has a shape

of sorts and can respond to it, helping the rower along.

When the blades are hardly doing any work, but the boat's

moving steadily along, it's time to pull in the oars and

rest until the puff dies away.

We didn't know it at the time, as we hadn't bothered to bring

a radio, but there was a serious heat wave affecting the

Eastern Mediterranean, with people dying in cities like Athens.

It wasn't as bad as this on the coast, but it was hot enough.

Just before we reached our first destination - the tiny

village called Episcopi, on the northern shore of Kalamos, -

the afternoon breeze came in, early and sudden, so we guessed

it was going to be a strong one today. We sailed right in to

the little boat harbour, a shallow place that only small

fishing craft and boats such as ours with shoal draft could

enter. The village was apparently deserted, with its

inhabitants presumably and sensibly enjoying their siestas,

but the girls (always bolder than I) called at a house and

asked for a drink of water and were rewarded with a big bottle

of iced water out of the fridge.
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A fast reach took us next across the channel to the coastal

town of Mytika. It has an atractive sea-front with colourful

villas and a quayside full of shaded cafes. Magnetised as usual

by the thought of cool drinks and sticky cakes, we reached up

and down the front a few times while choosing a spot to attempt

a neat 'Mediterranean' moor. This was accomplished, if not

faultlessly then adequately and we fastened stern on to the

concrete quay and took our ease in the shade nearby. This

turned out to be a mistake that a proper, rather than a cursory,

reading of the pilot notes would have avoided. The whole front

of the town is open to the afternoon winds, which increased

in strength making the area off the quay very confused and

choppy as wave trains bounced of the wall and were reflected

back again seawards. The boat began to buck wildly and chafe

at its moor, though I trusted our CQR to hold in the sandy bottom.

It was obviously no place to hang about so after our refreshments

the girls went into the town to look for provisions while I

stood watch, then we literally leapt on board and sailed off

at some speed around Mytika Point and onto a run down the

channel towards Cape Aspro (which in view of the headaches it

gave us in rounding it was properly named).

W4hat followed proved to be the first of a number of sporting

finishes.

Readers may be familiar with the concept of the sporting finish.

This the culmination of a day whose early part will be pleasant

and tranquil, even idle, but where the pace of activity

accelerates suddenly, often in failing light, and one is caught

wanting on a number of points of seamanship and only just

coping with a situation which all the time threatens to go

out of control. And so it was here: bowling along merrily,

full of cake and sunshine, no lifejackets, indeed hardly any

clothes at all, on a fair run into a channel ringed by high

mountains. The -chart showed a cluster of low rocks on the

mainland side so we stoodint give good clearance to these and

of course ran in to the wind shadow of the range of mountains

on the Kalamos side.
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I really ought to know better, having made the same mistake

several times last summer, in Scotland, but these easy

sailing conditions can give the impression that you can

get away with anything. Suffice it to say we were brought

I ~~to a standstill, then buffeted this way and that as eddies

swirled round the mountain and dropped down on us from

I ~~a great height. We should have reefed the main and picked

our way offshore but somehow (I can't recall why, possibly

I ~~thinking it would be easier to row out) we dropped it alltogether

and when the wind eddies eased, began sailing on the

genny alone. As we approached towards Kalamos town the

wind increased again, coming down now off the saddle between

adjacent peaks. So there we were, first on a close reach,

I ~~then close hauled, clawing our way in the falling darkness

towards the winking light on the end of the harbour mole

I ~~against a wind that was whipping off chunks off the sea

and depositing then inside the boat. We missed the harbour

I ~~mouth by yards, gybed about and eventually got inside.

It was too rough to moor up in the harbour so this seemed

a good opportunity to test the new hauling out tackle. There

was a patch of sandy foreshore near the harbour entrance

and with the assistance of a conveniently 'situated telegraph

I ~~pole we soon had her well up on land and could relax, put

.up the tent and now ravenous again go in search of the eating

I ~~houses that had been recommended to us on this island.

The photo, taken the following morning, shows how the hauling

I ~~Kalamos town turned out to be a most pleasant experience

and well worth the trouble getting there. The harbour was

I ~~quiet, with only one other yacht there, otherwise only local

boats, the taverna meal was very good and the local people

I ~~eating there very chatty and friendly.
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Saturday 18th July

We planned only a short hop from Kalamos to the neighbouring

island of Kastos.

Rolling the boat back down the beach after re-inflating

the rollers (left underneath the boat overnight) proved

a delighlfully simple task.

With only a short sail, we allowed ourselves a long lunch

halt at a very pretty lidide bay at the north end of Kastos

island. Totally deserted and with no access except by sea,

this was the place where those in search of a sun tan could

start in earnest.

Lest it be thought that these islands are totally idyllic,

mention should be made of a few of the common hazards.

Hazard one is sea-urchins. The shores in this area are

predominantly pebbly (though smooth, blinding white pebbles)

and the surface just off the beaches is liberally sprinkled

with sea urchins (and some starfish too). Walking on sea

urchins in bare feet is to be avoided, so footwear is a must

when bathing off the beach or clambering ashore anywhere.

Hazard two is oil spots. The sea is wonderfully clear and 4
you never see any floating oil but oil tankers steaming

down the Adriatic from the northern Italian ports clean

out their tanks in the seas between Italy and Greece and

as a result small pieces of oil do come ashore all over this

area. Care is needed when sitting or lying down on the beaches

and shoes have to be checked before stepping back on board. :

Hazard three, in the popular areas anyway, is sport boats

but more of these later.

We left the main up as we bathed and sunbathed and ate

our lunch and as soon as the afternoon breeze began to

make it rustle, we set off down the coast, beating today

into.a W/SW, the sail turning brisk as we passed Praton Island

and entered Kastos harbour.

'4
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Kastos has an outer breakwater , used by visiting yachts

and a small completely enclosed inner harbour used by local

fishing boats. We pulled up temporarily on the town 'beach'

and had a good look around while deciding what to do. It

seemed the inner harbour was too full, or the vacant spaces

too uncertain, to risk using it so we joined the several

charter yachts moored up to the outer wall. The mooring

doesn't really suit a small boat so I suggested an expedition

over two a nearby cove.to check if the stony foreshore was

suitable to pull out on. We realised afterwards we should

have just taken the boat over straight away because by the

time we had clambered over the hill to reach it and then

returned time was getting on and we were both hungry and

tired and felt the pull of the harbour-side taverna, already

filling up with locals and visitors. Kastos is evidently

more visited than its larger neighbour and there were at least

half a dozen yacht crews to feed at what appeared to be the

only eating place in the village. It,turned out to be a

very ordinary meal - perhaps the proprietor lacked the

spur of competition. Later on we realised that on Kastos

Saturday night is music night and the loud thumping music

.kept Monica and myself from our sleep until it finished at

about 2.30 (Fiona slept through it of course). All in all,

not a very restful stopover, through the village itself was

pleasant to walk around. There was no shop and it became

apparent that our haphazard provisions planning was going

to force us the following day to detour up the four miles

of Dragomesti Bay ( by all accounts a heat cauldron) to

the town of Astokos to replenish essential supplies of bread

and fresh vegetables. We planned to spend a day or two

exploring the Dragonera Islands which were totally barren

of any kind of supplies, being uninhabited.
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Sunday 19th July

The passage to Astokos took us south of Cape Turkovekla,

between this and the Dragonera group of islands.

Taking an RYA meteorology exam a few years back I had

been foxed by a question asking why gale force winds were

likely off Cape Finesterre. Here was a similar situation,

in minature. Wind is a lazy creature: it can't be bothered

to climb hills if it can squeeze past them and in doing so

it creates a 'venturi' effect with consequent increase in

wind speed. Approaching this tip of the mainland, situated

at the end of a chain of substantial mountains, in a freshening

westerly,we could expect a noticable surge as we sailed

through the gap between the high land on either side.

Cautious this time, we reefed early and were soon having

the expected brisk passage around the cape and up into

Dragamesti Bay. Passing to the lee of the mountains there

was much talk on board of willi-wobblers as gusts started

to come off the hills but in fact nothing alarming happened

and the further we sailed into the bay the more the wind

fell away and the heat took over again as we neared the

town, nestling in the bowl of land below the mountains

and baking. We tied up at the end of the mole and headed

towards some shade in the town. Getting ashore across the

foredeck was like walking on hot coals: no wonder the varnish

has lifted.

It was early Sunday afternoon and the quayside tavernas were

full of people lingering over their Sunday lunch, so we

joined them. Greek salad, plates of beans and stxffed tomatoes,

plenty of fresh bread, lemonade and iced water, with ice

cream from a neighbouring taverna - no-one minded you bringing

it back to eat. Very simple stuff, but served with the

pleasant informality characteristic of everywhere we called

at and which made eating out a carefree and enjoyable

experience
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We seemed to be' out of luck as far as our primary purpose

for the visit was concerned: we learned that all shops in

the town closed throughout Sunday evening. It looked as if

we would have to find. somewhere to stay overnight (I didn't

fancy staying out on the mole) then shopping early on Monday

morning.

After a walk abodt the empty town we felt we'd earned another

cafe interlude so it was iced coffeecand cakes on the seafront

for another hour or so until the heat was out of the sky

and we could venture back on board. I stayed and prepared

the boat for the move across to the other side of the bay

while the other two returned to try their hand at charming

some provisions out of some of the nearby taverna proprietors.

Some considerable time later they returned , having done

rather better than this. Their enquiries had started a

chain of activities involving telephone calls, young men

dashing round the town on scooters and the eventual opening

up, solely for their benefit, of one of the town's markets.

They returned laden with fruit and vegetables and a variety

of other provisions enough to last us for the next several

days. This was good news as it meant we could now head

straight for our next intended place of call, the anchorage

at Pandelemona,a place of great beauty, at the southern

end of the bay about four miles distant.

There was only a whisper of wind as we left the town quay

but as we progressed slowly down the bay, worrying rather

that we could soon be in difficulties in the fading light,

I could sense from changes in the wind that it was still

blowing hard through the gap between the mainland'and the

islands beyond. We took in two reefs straight away and

no sooner had we done so then the wind hit us with some force

and we hurtled off on a fast reach into quite respectably

sized seas. It was beginning to look like another sporting

finish and a yacht beating and bucking northwestwards crossed

yards ahead of us as we rounded Glosa Pogonias. I imagine

they we were surprised to come upon a tiny open boat,

heavily reefed, crashing and splashing along at some speed,

with no lights, disappearing into the gathering gloom.
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The next thing that occurred to me was that we 
should not

have been rounding Pogonias at all: evidently we had

underestimated our speed and in the failing light 
failed

to spot the entrance to the Pandelemona inlet. An understandable

error I thought: the other two said my pilotage was just

plain awful.

Luckily it wasn't far back and we were soon entering the

peacful haven of Pandelemona. Chart 6 shows the 
anchorage.

We tied up in darkness to a tree at the head of the southern

arm in perfect shelter. The contrast with the din we had

endured the previous night was absolute: this was the

perfect anchorage I had come to Greece to find and it

was gratifying to be able to enjoy it at the end of a day

of varied activity and exciting sailing.

Monday 20th July

It would have been pleasant to linger a day at 
this lovely

place. We were often conscious of missing opportunities 
to

make interesting excursions ashore but our time 
was limited

and we were anxious to see as much of the Northern Ionian

as we could.

The girls went off to try to find somewhere to run but soon

returned, scratched and frustrated at having to clamber

through hillsides of thistle and gorse.

We untied our mooring from the tree at about 1100 and, as

was often the case, had to start the day's journey 
with a

spot of rowing but out on the entrance to Pandelemona 
creek

there was wind enough to sail by and after a few 
tacks we

were able to free off and head S/SE on an exploration of

the interesting mainland coastline and then the 
Dragonera

group of islands. Charts 7 and S show the general area and

the islands in detail. There few sheltered anchorages in the

group, the only ones of any size being on Provati and 
on

the island of Dragonera itself. After sailing round the eastern

side of the group we headed for Provati for lunch and a 
siesta,
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I ~~intending to carry on later to spend the night on Dragonera.

The anchorage on Provati is a narrow gully, giving perfect

I ~~shelter from the afternoon wind which blows over the top of

the hill at the head of the inlet. It is marked on the chart

I ~~as Vathi Vali but this hardly distinguishes it as this

seems to be the generic name for features of this sort in

I ~~this part of the.world.

I ~~Anchored up to the beach, we tried out our hammock canvas

in its 'sun awning' mode. There is no doubt that some kind

of shelter is needed if you are going to spend the heat of

the day comfortably in an open boat. That we used the awning

less than I had expected was probably due in part to our

j ~~tendency. for late starts (so that much of the hot part of

the day was spent sweltering at sea) and where we werg ashore

I ~~our liking for spending the afternoon in retreat at a quayside
cafe. I had intended to avoid mooring~ in harbour as far as

I ~~possible but.had underestimated the desire to get out of the

sun and into somewhere providing cool drinks. Not that being

at sea dissuades all the sailing fraternity from doing without

I ~~their sun canopy. The otherwise undistinguished photo on page

demonstrates the fashion for sailing with your awning up.

I ~~This was a fashion observed so faithfully by the flotilla

types that I began to wond~er if I was missing out on some

I ~~basic sailing technique. Certainly their boats sailed well
(but then closer irspection revealed that the engine, as well

as the sail and the canopy, was driving the boat, even when

the wind was behind it).

I ~~There are no cafes in the Dragonera, so we put up the awning and

lazed about under it eating our standard picnic lunch of

I ~~bread and cheese and large slices of melon, then swam and

sunbathed and even went for a token walk over the hill to

I ~~look at the view. The photo opposite shows the view looking
southeast out of the anchorage towards Petalis Island.
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We set off again at about six in the evening, first going

anti-clockwise about the island but soon meeting a strong

wind and short steep seas right on the nose. Progress was

very slow and the boat taking on a lot of water ( no doubt

our overladen state contributing to this ). Monica, who had

been promised balmy breezes and flat waters was unhappy about

this, so we turned about and retreated back along the lee

of the island, thinking that on the other side we would

be further from the funnel effect of the mainland hills

and might get a bit of a lee from Dragonera itself. This proved

anything but the case and by the time we reached Chakolonisi

island with hardly a mile to go the seas were bigger still

and I felt the prudent course was to retreat again (though

it irritated me considerably to have to do so) and spend

the night where we had just come from.

Back on Provati we bailed and dried the boat off and

consoled ourselves with a delicious aubergine curry, served

with nuts and bulgar and salads. Fiona has the knack of being

able to conjure a decent meal out of any old heap of tired

vegetables so when the stores are fresh and plentiful the

eating is really good.

Tuesday 21st July

Reluctantly we decided not to put into Dragonera but push

on to Ithaca, via the island of Atoko which sits out in the

middle of the north Ionian, about mid way between Ithaca and

the mainland.

We were nearly half way through our sailing time and I was

a bit concerned that so far we had been travelling 'down wind'.

If the afternoon winds continued as over the past few days

we could be in for a rough trip across what would be our

longest single leg - twelve miles. Not a great distance,

but open water nearly all the way. It seemed sensible to

make an earlier start that usual, even if this did mean some

rowing over the first section.
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We were away by about 0900 and after a row out to between

Pistros and Chakolonisi islands we picked up a light northerly

that enable us to steer our course. All the time we had been

in the Ionian the visibility had been limited by haze so we

did not expect our destination to become visible for some time.

Examination of the chart as we took occasional fixes of our

position produced a theory from me as to the naming of local

coastal features. All the islands and most of the bays and

mountains have Greek names (the spelling of which can be very

variable from source to source) but it appeared that the original

surveyors had run out of names , especially for offshore hazards,

so we find 'Sentry Rock', 'Shag Rock' 'Remarkable Crag' and so

on for the visible features while those which had been discovered

by the more laborious exercise of sounding bore names which I rather

fancy reflected the identity of the person in charge of the lead

line. Thus two young midshipmen, messrs. Grant and Davy would

return, scordcedand parched from their day's work off the north

coast of Dragonera to claim their modest immortality in the

naming of the underwater shoal patches they had discovered there.

An.exception to this rule is possibly the Venerable Banks, mid-way

between Kastos and the mainland, which was named after the

Captain's old school chaplain.

Before too long these speculations were interrupted by a sighting

of Atoko Island, floating in and out of the heat haze. Our wind

bore us on to within a mile or so of its shore before dying away

but we had hardly unshipped the oars before the afternoon wind

came in with a bang, allowing us to sail into the anchorage in

fine style. The island has no totally sheltered stopping places

but the open bay on the east side gives shel.ter from the

prevailing winds and is a popular lunch-time halt for yachts

sailing around Ithaca. After several days in which we had scarcely

seen a yacht we were now back on the popular route, with the bay

full of about a dozen boats, mostly on charter or flotilla.

Our arrival was seen by John Leslie and his crew, of Norwich

(Wayfarers 222 and 3883) self-confessedly hirers of a pair of
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I ~~gin palaces (adults in one, older children left to create

their havoc in another, which gave due warning by flying

the 'Jolly Roger'). We had a pleasant interlude chatting

with them and exhanging cruise experiences and discussing

how our boat was fitted out for living on board.

The bay is a pretty spot, a steep sided bowl whose white

cliffs show the i'ce-cream like whorls and folds of geological

process. Topping these, and growing down to the beach at

the head of the bay, is thick green scrub. The fine beach

is sand and broken shell and free from urchins which makes

it a great bathing place. There is no doubt though that

despite its scenic attractions the main feature of the place

is that it is the home of a solitary donkey who lives,

apparently alone, on the island and who welcomes every

visitor to the shore. He appeared completely docile and

N ~~was a great favorite with the children. from the assembled

yachts. He looked healthy enough and certainly did well for

3 ~~hand-wouts from visitors while we were there. We christened

him Big Mac for reasons too rude to elaborate.

As the photo shows, we anchored as usual close up on the

p ~~beach, bow on, but we would have done better to go stern

on with two bowers out and a kedge fastened to a boulder,

p ~~~s strong down-draughts blew the boat about all afternoon.

Gradually the anchored boats thinned out and we were left

for the night to share the anchorage with two Creek yachts,

one a caique of some sort. The owner of the sailing yacht

3 ~~had rowed over to us soon after arrival with bootle of

iced water which he correctly guessed would be appreciated

p ~~after our trip across from the mainland. This was typical

of the friendliness and courtesy we met from Greek yacht

p ~~owners during our stay in the country.

There was a well near the shore but we weren't entirely

3 ~~confident of its quality so reserved our use of it to washing

clothes and ourselves.
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Wednesday 22nd July

We were away in good time and with enough wind to make

course for our next intended port of call, Port Kioni on the

famed island of Ithaca. Historical consensus has it that

it was Ithaca that was the home of Odysseus, though a strong

local tradition based on the work of the German archeologist

Dorpfeldt maintains that Homer was writing about Levkas.

(Not unnaturally, the people of Levkas hold Dorpfeldtin

some veneration. His house at Nidri is now a museum, though

apparently difficult of access).

"All travellers are citizens of Ithaca" - a reassuring idea

to have in mind when approaching the island which is entirely

mountainous and from some directions rather forbidding of

aspect. I had planned to sail right around it, a distance

of about forty miles and take in also a visit to the charming

little town of Ayios Euphemia, on Kephelonia, which has a

particularly good fish taverna. However, I was not too happy

about the section involving sailing up the channel between

the two islands, as the prevailing wind can funnel down here

with some ferocity and make beating up it a hopeless and

perhaps dangerous enterprise. In retrospect, I was too cautious

about this: we eventually had ample time left at the end

of the second week and in fact had a tough sail around the

top of the island instead.

Anyway, Port Kioni was the first stop, our arrival in the

attractive harbour around lunchtime giving us another

opportunity to practise a neat mooring onto the quayside.

The tidal waters tradition of mooring alongside a quay or

jetty does not apply in the Mediterranean and you will not be

thanked for taking up quay space in this way. Boats moor

at right angles to the quay, with their bows or sterns held

in place by a pair of warps taken to two quay rings and the

outward end of the boat held by a stern anchor laid out in

the harbour. The essence of the technique is the placing

of the stern anchor. Too close in and you have insufficient
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sope so that,in the afternoon wind it drags, the boat slews

sideways and bangs onto its neighbour. A heavy boat doing

this could cause some damage to a lighter neighbour, one

among several reasons why I'm not happy mooring the Wayfarer

in such a way for any length of time. Lay the anchor too

far out and you run out of warp or chain a vital few feet

before reaching the quay which means you have to go out and

start again. Watc.hing a succession of inexperienced crews

on flotilla boats perform this manoeuvre, from the vantage

point of the quayside cafe, is a source of wicked amusement,

I ~~the more piquant for having made all the mistakes myself at

one time or another. The final act in the drama is the

following morning, when all the boats decide to leave at

once and discover that anchor chains have been laid on

top of one another, the huge caique that came in at midnight

has laid its massive cable over all of them and , when all this

has been sorted out, the first anchor down has fouled an

ancient chain, irrevocably wedded to the harbour bottom.

These delights do not always happen, or when they do all

I ~~happen in such a deligitful sequence, but they do all happen

and this is enough to make one' s own mooring something done

with a certain amount of care.

Big gin palaces with twin-screw manoeuvrability favour stern-to

mooring so that they can let down a swanky ladder called a

passerelle (which has a couple of wheels at the quayside end)

and walk ashore. We have no need for such gadgets and just

leap onto the quay, the more readily for the fact that the

foredeck is too hot to stand on.

We abandon ship for the whole of the afternoon, visiting

first the nearest taverna for a drink, then the next for

lunch, which turns out to be a rather indifferent meal and

finally a kafenio at the village crossroads where we can

spend a couple of hours pleasurably watching the world go by

and yarning with some local 'characters'. Monica is adept

at this: bar owners, cafe regulars, shop keepers, they all

I ~~take an instant shine to her and she can give just as good

as she gets, with the result that life is a good deal more

interesting than it otherwise would be.
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So profuse were the eventual farewells to the regulars she

had been yarning with that payment for the last of our rounds

of drinks was completely overlooked (it wasn't my fault - I

was up the hill taking photographs) with the result that no

sooner had we sauntered back to the boat than we had the

embarassment of a visit from a couple of waiters from the cafe

who had discoVered the error and chased after us. This hadn't

happened to me since tenyears previously when on the coast

of Normandy I had 'paid' for a hotel meal with a ten instead

of a hundred franc note and had a white-faced waitress in

cap and apron sprinting down the harbour mole after me.

Fortunately charm won the day again and they soon had the

waiters apologising for having troubled us.

My previous visit to Kioni had been marred by tiresome

revelry at the quay tavernas and the boorish behaviour of

a neighbouring yacht's crew, so I was determined to avoid

the possibility of a repeat performance. We therefore spied

out a small beach at the entrance to the bay and at dusk,

rather too late as it turned out, sailed down to this cove

with the intention of hauling out there. The scouts had

already run around to the cove and back and pronounced it

fit for this purpose but on arrival it turned they had been

optimistic as the beach shelved at a fearsome angle.

Our position was somewhat exposed and it was decided to

attempt the haul . The photo opposite shows this was

eventually successful but, like photos of huge waves that

later appear piffilingly small, hardly does justice to the

slope of the beach. Even with three people we had difficulty

with the heavily laden boat and it was not made easier by

our failure to appreciate the importance of fixing a relieving

line as well as a hauling line. A makeshift line was perforce

improvised part way through the haul. The tackle could only

advance the boat a few inches at a time (no doubt a better

design could improve on this) and while the tackle line is

being reorganised for the next heave the boat needs to be

held in place. On a steep slope this becomes impossible once

the aft end is clear of the water if the assisting crew is
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light in weight (Monica was up to her knees in shingle

and still sinking). A relieving line, in this case the

p/s terylene archor warp, was taken from the mast cleat

to the hefty tree we were using as the stand-post. This

was then adjusted on each heave to take the weight of the

boat while the tackle line was adjusted and the haulers

took a breather.

It was dark long before we had finished and we didn't

have the energy left to put up the tent so we just laid

out our sleeping gear on the beach and slept there. Of course,

the sea state stayed calm all night so we need not have

hauled out at all. However, it was good practice for when

one needs to do it in eamest, on some Scottish lee shore

with a rising tide and wind.

Thursday 23rd July

Sleeping in the open is an encouragement to early rising.

Fiona and Monica were determined to take advantage of being

alongside a road, after so many days deprived of the early

morning run, and so they hared off around the headland to

Port Frikes while I sorted out the jumble of the previous

night and , with gravity to help me, easily rolled the boat

back down the beach into the water.

We had to row the several miles around to Port Frikes as

the morning was without benefit of even the slightest breath

of air. A group of flotilla yachts motored in just ahead 
of

us, which was unfortunate because they also wanted to fill

their water tanks. It is not at all uncommon to have to pay

for water at the ports frequented by yachts, though we had

not had to do so up to now. The cafe owner. evidently somewhat

exasperated by the trudging of numerous jerry-can wielding

yachtspeople charged us the same for our modest four gallons

or so as for their large tankfuls. We were charged 150 Dr.

(something over a pound) hardly a sum to begrudge, but an

expensive drink all the same.
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Frikes, like all these towns nestling in the lee of mountains,

is a hot spot so after refreshments at the quayside we

pressed on around the next headland to look for a nice beach

to spend the afternoon. We found an ideal group of coves

just around the next headland with good swimming and even some

shade.

One of the hazards of being on a popular island in mid-summer

is the incidence of parties of people in sport boats - small

rigid inflatables propelled by powerful outboards. Many of

these are foreign tourists who come over by car from Italy

in July and August. Although of course just as entitled to

enjoy the superb scenery as we were, the way in which these

crews behave is likely to be annoying to those who like us

tended to seek out our pleasure ina solitary fashion. Their

speciality seemed to be to buzz about the islands, dashing

in and out of all the coves and inlets (which with their

high speed and manoeuvrability they can do much more easily

than can sailing boats) ignoring those beaches which were

empty and settling on those which already had a yacht party

there,then roaring in and settling down on the beach just

a few yards away. This happened on this occasion, though

fortunately we were just about to gather ourselves together

ready for the afternoon sail. This factor, rather than the

heat, would dissuade me from visiting the Ionian again in

either July or August. I understand from talking to Joan

Abrams that this nuisance does not exist in the the earlier

months of the year.

The afternoon wind started at about 1530 and we sailed out

at about 1600. We didn't have a very clear destination in

mind and I had an idea that we might find another suitable

beach for the night on the stretch of coast between Frikes

and the top of Ithaca. As soon as we were clear of the coast

line we found the wind was quite strong, from the W/NW, so

we were soon busy taking in reefs and getting ourselves in

the frame of mind for serious sailing after a day or so

of just playing about in the boat. Very soon we had Marmaka Pt.

at the tip of the island in sight and the decision was taken
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to try and sail around the top of Ithaca and reach 
the

port of Fiskardo, on Kephalonia.

The channel between Ithaca and Levkas, 
about seven miles wide,

has a reputation for being rough and 
windy so we resigned

ourselves to the prospect of a long tiring beat 
as we headed

into the wind, looking anxiously at the Ithaca shore 
at the

end of each tack.to see how much grourdwe 
had made good.

This channel is on the main ferry route so we were 
passed,

sometimes at close range,by a number 
of large car and passenger

ferries, the wake of each adding to the jumble 
of the seas.

After a couple of hours the wind started 
to go light, which

was irritating because the seas did not 
abate very much and

our leeway increased as a result. By 
the time we had rounded

Oxoi Pt. and were in the Ithaca channel 
there was hardly

any wind left so we abandoned the idea of an uncomfortable

row over the last couple of miles to Fiskardo 
and opted to

turn stern on to the seas and head down channel to Port Polis.

The steep-to mountain side on the Ithaca 
shore made an impressive

background for this last section of the day's travel. It

was not difficult to get the feeling 
of being in a place

of ancient history as we alterately 
rowed and sailed the

three miles down to the harbour which is believed to 
have

been that which served the palace of 
Odysseus, standing on

the summit of a hill nearby. There seemed little activity

there now, though the harbour and its surroundingsremain

an impressive place. Like so many others, the beach was tarry

and we made the mistake here of again 
anchoring right up

to the water's edge. Our preparations for supper were rudely

interrupted by a sudden large swell, 
the wake of a ferry passing

up the Ithaca channel, which steepened 
on reaching the shallows

and threw us into some disorder, especially when through

the end of the tent we saw most of our water and 
fuel cans

bobbing away in the water (they had been left out on the beach

to save space aboard). These were retrieved, 
re-positioned

further up the beach and we pulled ourselves 
well out on our

kedge warp for the rest of the night.



Friday 24th July

There were no more alarums in the night and Monica and Fiona

rose early to run up the mountain to have a look at the town

of Stavros. On their return we set off up channel again

for the popular watering hole of Fiskardo, which we reached

after a sail in light and variable winds about mid-morning.

I tend to. think of Fiskardo as being the Tobermory of the

Ionian: a glue-pot where everyone ends up sooner or later.

It's an undeniably attractive village, built around its

harbour, and unlike so many of the towns and villages in

these parts it escaped the effects of the catastrophic

earthquake of 1953 which destroyed the joys of the Venetian

architecture then still evident throughout the Ionian. Not

that Fiskardo looks classical in design: it's a jumble of

brightly painted buildings, said to resemble a film set

of a Cornish fishing village transported to the sun. Perhaps

the photos give an indication of its character.

We had timed our arrival rather better than if we had reached

the village the previous evening, for now most of the

transient yacht population were leaving the harbour and

we had a choice of where to moor. Fiskardo fills up early

in the day and by evening the quay is packed, often with

as many as three different flotilla fleets (whose uniform

appearance in line along the quay hardly adds to the attraction

of the place but that's just my jaundiced view: no doubt

to the taverna proprietors they're the prettiest things afloat).

As the inner harbour is approximately semi-circular, there

is much scope for anchor-fouling. We therefore sailed in to the

middle, took down everything and peered very carefully at

the bottom before cinosing a place to lower the kedge.

Fiskardo is a very pleasant place in which to idle a day

away. There are good walks around the coast,plenty of places

for bathing and for the less energetic there is always something

going on in the harbour to justify just sitting at one of a

selection of waterfront tavernas and cafes. Here, for example,
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is a splendid *spot to watch the flotilla fleets, some blessed with

three or four captains on each boat, as their flotilla leader

directs them in to allotted parking spaces. There is however

a consequential risk that a few moments later the said fleet

will be sitting down at the next set of tables, listening

awstruck to theirleader's tales of derring-do and how he saved

the entire boat from foundering during the AZAB or the Fastnet

etc etc.

The favorite spot for yotties is the Captain's Cabin, where

the proprietor, Tassos, who seems to me to bear a remarkable

resemblence to the hero of 'The Onedin Line' and has an appropriate

air of taking and delivering your orders while studying the

far horizon, presides over an operation delivering Greek food

to those who want it and full English breakfast to those who

do not. I compromise and have Greek salad with draught beer.

Despite its pleasant daytime ambience, Fiskardo can be

a difficult place to get to sleep in if one of the yacht

crews decide to have a roistering, so in the early evening

we moved across to the far side of the harbour, well away

from the village and the inner quay, and anchored in deep

water there. The premium to paid for this auditory insurance

policy was having to pump up the dinghy to go ashore again for

Qur evening meal. We chose, not a waterfront tavern, but

Nicholas', set in a back street. In an open 'garden', surrounded

by vine tendrils we had an-excellent meal which with salads,

wine and puddings came to less than £10for the three of us.

Saturday 25th July

This was the day we were to make the crossing back to Levkas.

Monica had already decided that the few hours she had spent

tossing about the north end of Ithaca were a sufficient

aquaintance with this particular stretch of water and had

made the necessary enquiries about catching a ferry to

Vasiliki. We arranged to meet up in Sivota later in the day,

which would give Fiona and I a chance to call in en route

at Arkudi Island and give Monica an opportunity to see a bit
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of shore-side island life.

Monica's ferry steamed past our 
anchorage at 1015 and it was

another three quarters of an hour 
before we weighed anchor

and drifted out of the harbour on 
the last of the dying

morning southesterly. We row for 
about another three quarters

of an hour then as we come level 
with the headlands at the

top of the channel the afternoon 
westerly starts to ripple the

water. Soon we are running before a nice 
breeze so we cram

on all sail, determined to enjoy to the full 
what will be

our last open water passage. The 
breeze builds up to a nice

force four and with both jib and genoa poled out and 
the

full main up we are soon surfing 
along in ecstatic fashion.

With a deep blue sea, a perfect 
wind and making a seven knot

wake, this was the kind of sailing we had come 
here for.

All too soon the miles to Akudi Island 
have been covered

and we take in the jib so that we 
can round up onto a reach

to pass behind the island and start 
looking for somewhere

suitable to have a lunch stop. A 
few cables up the lee side

a suitable cove appears. The wind is funnelling hard out 
of it

and it is a narrow channel so we drop the 
genoa to tack in

and finally ground on the beach. 
Out of the main wind, it's

suddenly sizzling hot again and 
an immediate leap over the

side is needed to cool off. I take a stern line to nearby

rocks to secure the boat fore and aft, 
then a swim and a

melon lunch. Then it's onwards to Sivota.

Sivota is a perfect natural anchorage, 
entered by winding

channel. Ten years ago there would have been 
nothing but

a quiet hamlet at the head of the 
inlet: now it has become

a centre of considerable yachting 
activity with a number

of quays and several busy tavernas 
and small hotels. Despite

this it is still a beautiful place. As we enter the harbour

channel the wind has moderated to 
a steady 3/4 which has

given us a pleasant uneventful reach 
over from Arkudi, but

as we cross the 'trade route' for yachts plying from the

Nidri area towards Ithaca, there are plenty sailing across

this fair wind with their sails all 
furled and the sun

awning still up. We are pleased to be able to carry on right
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I ~~up into the pool under sail and moor up to a vacant quay
as far as possible from the tavernas.

I ~A few minutes exploration and we discover Monica in Stavros'

sitting at a table with a Greek lorry driver and an impressive

I ~~array of empty beer bottles (all his -we are glad to see her

safely here). He has been the provider of the lift from

I ~Vasiliki but as he has no English and she no Creek it is
not entirely clear whether Sivota was on his intended itinerary

I ~or not. Anyway he seems happy enough for the time being so we

join them and help to consume a few more bottles of beer, ice-

creams and water melon. Eventually with much handshaking

I ~and thank you gestures we take our leave and the girls set

about charming Mrs.Stavros into allowing the use of her shower

I ~and laundry facilities. I leave them to it and wander back to

the boat, noticing on the way an old but well-maintained

I ~Wayfarer anchored close inshore and several Wanderers in a
sorry-looking pile on the foreshore. 1 had assumed all these

I ~belonged to a charter firm so it was a pleasant surprise to

have a visit from John and his wife, the owners of W1239, who

this year as for several years past have trailed their boat

from England to spend the whole of the school summer holidays

on Levkas. They camp ashore at Sivota and use the boat for

I ~~day-sailing in the immediate vicinity.

I ~Later on we return to Stavros' Taverna for the evening.
It is very much a family run enterprise with a great deal

I ~of dashing about: in fact there' s a strong indication

of being on the verge of utter chaos. Mrs.Stavros who directs

the activities is finding it hard going and after a while

I ~collapses seemingly exhausted. There a number of small boys

who dash about taking and delivering orders: when we eventually

I ~manage to attract some attention there seems to be a great

deal of the menu that is 'off' tonight. But none of this

I ~matters very much, we get a meal after a while and just sitting

and watching it all going on around us is entertainment enough.

I ~~Th e taverna next door is featuring live folk music, but there

is no need to go there to hear it as it is very loud and can

I ~~be he.ard all over the bay. Whether it is like this every night

or only on Saturday isn't clear, but like last week it goes on to
2. 3Oam.



I ~~Sunday 26th July

Monica and Fiona decide that they'll round off the Greek

section of the holiday with a couple of days of shore leave,

to explore the island and get in some serious beach work.

Rather than take the usual route up the Meganisi channel,

I plan to sail down the 'tail' of Meganisi island, visit

the caves for which it. is well-known and then sail up to

the mainland again, perhaps to Zaverda or the Pogonia 
islands

before reurning to Nidri and meeting the others on Monday

evening.

I had not visited the caves before but had a rough idea

of where they were (though not marked on the charts). As

they become visible through the binoculars the wind fails

completely and I have to row the rest of the way. It feels

like the hottest day yet. In these conditions I wear a

long-sleeved shirt and long trousers to avoid the worst

of the sun and these are soon drenched with sweat. I have

plenty of fluids on board, ample water and three lites 
of

soft drinks in bottles which are kept draped in a wet cloth

to prevent it getting too hot to consume. By late afternoon

I've drunk all of this.

There are several major caves on the narrow section of the tail

of the island and the main one of these is very impressive.

The vaulted roof seemed to be about forty feet above the

sea: certainly there was plenty of space above the top of

the mast as I rowed the boat in. There is a tiny beach in the

far corner of the cave which enables me to pull the boat up

and go for a most refreshing swim. I recall a cover photograph

featured on 'Yachting Monthly' a few years ago showing a

sailing yacht inside the entrance to the cave and I would

have liked to have taken a similar photo, but single-handed this

isn't possible so I do the next best thing and tie the boat

up between two rocks and take a few shots from there.

The photos and the frontpiece give the general impression.
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The afternoon.breeze is very weak: scar.:ely force 2. This

provides adequate progress down the SW side of the island

with a little shoot through the narrows between Cape Kephali

and Kithro Is. but as soon as we round the corner the

wind is blanketed and falls light again. Oddly, there is

evidence of wind in the upper part of the 'inland sea',

to the north of Meganisi and sure enough as soon as I round the

light at Elias Point the wind comes in as a good breeze from

the NW. This tempts me to carry on towards Zaverda but after

about two further miles it is gone again, leaving an uncomfortable

swell that prevents further windward progress. So its turn

about back to Meganisi and, keeping away from Abeliki Bay

and its 'entertainments', I head into the eastward arm of

the pair of coves (un-named on the chart) that lie to the

east of Macria Point. There I anchor in shoal water at the

beach. Cooking for myself, I resort to my standard ship-board

meal of curried vegetables with bulgar and nuts, then turn in

for a good night's rest.

Monday 27th July

The day starts less than conspicuously well as , taking a

half-hearted swipe at a wasp which is poaching my breakfast

yoghurt and honey, it stings my thumb on contact. However,

instant application of the appropriate remedy out of Fiona's

case of homeopathic medicines brings effective relief.

(In keeping with the belt-and -braces philosophy on board

this boat, we carry two first-aid kits: mine, mostly consisting

of articles for staunching the bloodiest of wounds and Fiona's

large box of little magic bottles for dealing with every

conceivable ague or malfunction).

By 1000 a light breeze is blowing into the anchorage and

after a row or a couple of cables to clear the shallows

I can hoist sail and make a close reach course for St.Nikolo

island under the influence of a pleasant force 3 from the NE.

After a most enjoyabla sail of about five miles we reach the

mainland and carry on to the curiously shaped pepper-pot

islets called the Pogonias. This is a much quieter area

than Levkas and Meganisi, with few boats to be seen and none

out on the water. It would seem a good part of the coast

to exDlore during the busy season.
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I anchor in a channel between one of the islets and the shore.I ~~There's still quite a breeze and, interestingly, a current

or at least a surface current in the channel. As soon as

I ~~I'm satisfied the CQR is well dug in, it's a plunge over the

side to cool off before lunch. A search around the food locker

brings up the last of the melon, some bread, cheese and fruit

and a last drink of the coolCish) water.

By about 1500 some quite heavy gusts are coming down the

channel and it's clear the afternoon wind has started to

I ~~blow. Running off out to sea it soon becomes obvious that

we're over-canvassed under full sail. I make about a mile

I ~~of offing, rather quickly, then heave to and snug right

down to double-reefed main and change down to the small jib.

I ~~The boat still moves fast enough under reduced sail as
we beam reach towards Nidri with short steep seas rolling in

from the NW. It's remarkable how much the seas are able to

build in such a relatively small fetch. Even with two crew

members ashore the boat seems too heavily laden for this

I ~~kind of weather and quite a lot of water flies on board;

but I quite like this because it cools me off on its way

on board.

It's an exciting sail back to Nidri. As we approach, I can

see the fleet of Wayfarers from the Falcon school whizzing about

p ~~in the harbour approaches, where the wind is still frisky

but the seas flat.

I ~~Sailing down the Nidri waterfront, I'm pleased to see our

car parked by the roadside. Fiona and Monica had arranged

to run up to Levkas (a. mere fifteen miles or so) and collect

it. This is one of the advantages of having a pair of champion

runners on board - and what's more they actually enjoy it.

(the disadvantage is that on the days when you're wanting

p ~~to be off sailing bright and early, they're leaping about

in the scrub on some un-inhabited island trying to find

a goat path long enough to do a ten kilometre run on)
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I anchor up on the Nidri side and after sorting out the

boat, head off to the kafenio next to Nick the Greek's

and get myself outside a lemonade, a cafe frappe (iced Nescafe)

and a few glasses of water. Soon the girls stroll by, having

had a hard day on the beach. After more coffee and cakes we

arrange to meet back at Nick's for supper (it's a tough life

at Nidri). Meanwhile, I will take the boat over to Tranquility

bay for the night. I had however reckoned without the wind

which was still blowing hard from a direction presumably

not the prevailing one ( it was now more or less due west).

Without thinking toomuch about what I'm doing I hurtle into the

anchorage,realise there aren't many boats there (they've all

gone over the other side) and then realise that if I get into

the shoal water at the end of the bay I won't be able to sail

out and I won't be able to row out and I won't be able to

row the rubber dinghy out either, not against this wind,

so it's a crash gybe , a quick wave to the occupants of the

yacht that I've just sailed around, then another hurtle back

across to the Nidri side, leaving Tranquility Bay in one of its

less tranquil moods.

After another very sociable meal at Nick's and a certain

amount of his post-supper ouzo-on-the-house, I repair back

to 'Sea Thrift' leaving the girls to retreat to their

apparently rather comfortable pension (their excuse was that

they hadn't really expected me to show up as they had expected

me to want to spend another night in the wilds, so had booked

themselves in for a further night). They had evidently gone

irreparably soft so I left them to their comforts and, too

tired to put up the tent, just slept on the bottom boards,

enjoying the stars on what would be my last night afloat -

and quite possibly a long time before I'd be able again

to comfortably spend a night on board in this manner.
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Tuesday 28th July

This was our last day in Greece -we had to get back to

catch the ferry at Igoumenitsa by about 0500 on Wednesday

morning.

I had a chat with a couple of the instructors from the

Falcon centre who were interested in the boat and how 
it

is fitted out. They seemed keen to have a go to do the same

kind of trip, as a change from shepherding novice sailors

around the harbour. They indicated that the forecast 
(forecast ?

- I'd forgotten that there were such things) was continuing

5 or 6 from the NW. However, I did'nt feel this was likely

as the wind was now quite light, although there had been

a dramatic increase in visibility and clarity.

To be on the safe side, and to save time later on, we unloaded

the boat and packed most of the gear away in the car, 
which

left only the actual slipping of the boat to be done later

on in the afternoon. Free of all cruising gear, it wouldn't

matter very much if it did fall over.

I had a bit of a sail around the harbour while Fiona took

a few photographs (not her fault they didn't develop very well,

the exposure was wrongly set) then I set off for a last jaunt

down the Meganisi channel to Tiglia Island and back 
again

after a last swim.

We slipped the boat easily enough onto the sandy foreshore

near the town and with all the gear packed away, set off

at about 0100 for the ferry at Preveza and the long journey

home.
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The rest is just European travel: interesting enough, but

not the subject for a sailing log.

The trip had one final sporting finish up its sleeve.

Back in northern Fiance, having spent nearly all our

money buying presents in the supermarche, we had just

enough francs left for a final meal at St.Omer. We were

slightly conned over the price of the drinks by the slightly

"Allo 'Allo proprietors and after a lot of mutterings

and calculations we scrabbled in our pockets and managed

to pay the bill with about a franc and a half left between

us. We thEnrealised we had completely forgotten the time, and

had twenty kilometres of twisty complicated minor roads

to negotiate in the dark and pouring rain and only ten minutes

to check-in time. Monica was driving and seemed to me to be

being uncommonly cautious as she flung the car and trailer

over a seemingly endless succesion of funny cross-roads

and canal bridges. We eventually hurtled into the dock area,

failed to find the carect entry , found it at last, saw a ship

with a hole in its side and drove at it. We had been on board

no more than a minute when the car doors clanged shut and

the ferry started to move out of the harbour. Almost giggling

with relief, we climbed upstairs, found a couple of benches

and fell asleep immediately.


